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The discovery of catalysts that efficiently facilitate stereocontrolled organic reactions is the keystone of 
asymmetric organic chemistry. Among the different useful systems, the catalysts based on the chiral BINOLs 
stand out considerably, Herein, we have easy prepared a series of new adamantyl-BINOLs and their 
application for cyclization of anthranylamides with high yields and enantioselectivities up to 99% in 
homogeneous solution or using these BINOLs incorporated into the framework of porous polymeric (PAFs) 
as heterogeneous catalysts. 

1. Introduction 

The discovery of catalysts that efficiently facilitate organic reactions in a stereocontrolled manner is 
the keystone of asymmetric organic chemistry. Among the different groups, the catalysts based on 
1,1’-binaphth-2,2’-diols (BINOLs) have widely used as auxiliaries or ligands of many catalyzed 
enantioselective reactions1. Herein, we describe the implementation of this approach for the easy 
and rapid synthesis of hindered BINOL-phosphoric acids bearing bulky groups and their application 
in as catalysts for cyclization of anthranylamides. These congested BINOLs exhibit high yields and 
an enhanced chiral selectivity in homogeneous solution or incorporated into the framework of 
Porous Polymeric Frameworks (PAFs) (up to 99.5%) 

2. Results and discussion 

The synthesis of bulky alkyl substituted BINOLs was done in only one-step from commercially 
available chiral BINOL and 1-adamantanol. White crystalline solids were obtained in multi-gram 
scale in high yield and enantiopurity. On the other hand, attempts to obtain 3,3’,6,6’-
tetraadamantyl-BINOL framework led to a new highly insoluble compound difficult to characterize. 
As an alternative, it was therefore decided to introduce two adamantyl groups on BINOL 1, using 
the same reaction conditions described above. In this case, the insertion of the bulky groups was 
carried out in the 3 and 3' positions resulting a fairly soluble under usual conditions. This new 
precursor has the most voluminous groups in the positions neighboring to the catalytic center of 
BINOL. 

 

 

Figure 1. Soluble bulky substituted BINOL-phosphoric acids 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For incorporation of bulky substituted BINOL 
substructure into PAFs we started from available 
adamantyl-BINOL (5), which was O-ethyl-
protected and selectively 4,4’-brominated in 
excellent yields to obtain dibromide 6. This 
dibromide was reacted with phenylboronic acids 
to give 2 or with a triboronic ester (1,3,5-tris-(4-
(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl) 
phenyl) benzene (in presence of Pd(dppf)2Cl2 

under MW heating) to give a porous polymer with 
a quasi-regular structure. The solid materials were 
characterized by FTIR, 1H-13C CP/MAS NMR 
spectroscopies and the surface properties were 
investigated by nitrogen adsorption/desorption 
experiments, the surface areas ranged from 250 to 
360 m2 g-1. 
 

Soluble BINOLs and new materials bearing BINOL moieties were reacted with POCl3 followed by 
hydrolysis to yield the corresponding phosphoric acid into the polymer framework (PAF-PO2H) 
that could be used as heterogeneous chiral phosphoric acids catalysts. 
 

The presence of one adamantyl group at 3-
position, catalyst 3 slightly increases the ee 
value, respect to 1. However, the insertion of a 
new adamantyl at 3’-position, neighboring to 
catalytic core of BINOL, catalyst 4 presents a 
significant decrease of the conversion and the 
stereochemical control. Surprisingly, the 
BINOL derivative with phenyl substituents at 
the 4,4'-positions led to the best ee values. This 
catalyst is the homogeneous equivalent of PAF-
PO2H material. Both systems maintain the 
stereochemical control of the reaction, which 
demonstrates the advantages of the introduction 
of BINOL framework into a porous polymer 
material. 

Table 1: Asymmetric cyclization de anthranylamide 
with benzaldehyde catalyzed by BINOL-Phosphoric 
acidsa. 

Entry BINOL 
Conv. 

(%)/(24 h) 
ee (%)b 

1 1 74 88.4 
2 2 75 95.6 
3 3 72 92.6 
4 4 47 33.8 
5 PAF-PO2H 75 99.5 
6 F3CCOOH 99 - 

aBinol-PO2H/Substrate (1:100), in CHCl3 at -20ºC. 
bDetermined by HPLC using a Chiralcel-OD column. 

3. Conclusions 

We have developed a series of BINOL-phosphoric catalysts bearing tertiary bulky groups easily prepared 

under mild conditions and excellent yields. These BINOLs were incorporated into a porous polymeric 

framework to give a solid recyclable catalyst. Both systems were applied for the enantioselective cyclization 

of anthranylamides with benzaldehyde, the heterogenized PAF-PO2H presents enhanced activity and 

enantioselectivity (99.5%) than referable soluble BINOLs-PO2H. 
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